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Digitizing
Gig-Partner Onboarding
f o r  t h e  P l a t f o r m  E c o n o m y  

A typical onboarding process for employee-hiring will not be applicable for a gig-economy worker, hired usually 
on a 6-month contract. Digitizing background verifications and onboarding workflows can play a pivotal role in 
the hiring of the on-demand economy workforce, thus increasing platform efficiency and productivity,
creating a smooth experience for both the gig-partner and your customers.

AuthBridge, a leader in Background Verification (BGV) processes has created an automated platform to handle 
end to end verification processes for the platform economy workforce. 



Introduction

The gig economy is no more a buzz phase. In 
India, there are about 3 million gig workers — 
temporary workers like independent contractors, 
online platform workers, contract firm workers, 
and on-call workers. The number certainly is 
small if one were to compare it with India’s 500 
million workers. However, gig world will brings an 
estimated 56% of new employment.[1]

Even though ODE workforce hiring is on the rise, 
yet no regulatory frameworks are in place for
conducting Background Verifications (BGV). It is 
often left to the judgment of employers to
conduct due diligence before onboarding these 
individuals. Some firms may check the boxes for
employee background verification without even 
analyzing the risk of hiring a potential criminal on 
their platform and jeopardize the brand reputation 
and the customer’s safety.

This white paper will provide the drivers for
digitization, best practices solutions for conducting
Background Verification of ODE employees via APIs, 
and fraud detection via advanced AI technologies 
like face-match , OCR , blurriness detection etc. 
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[1]:  https://government.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/opinion-indias-gig-economy-needs-affirmative-policy-push/73121847
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1.Drivers for Digitizing Worker Onboarding Processes

Many ODEs are physically collecting identity and 
address proof documents from the individuals, in 
the name of onboarding processes. Some of these 
players work with the third-party background
verifiers, who collect documents and verify these 
individuals, with a TAT of at least 7-10 days,
depending on the no. and types of verification 
checks the company wants to perform, and the 
mode in which data is shared with the third party 
vendor. 

With regulations like General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), data protection impact
assessment becomes mandatory. The physical 
copies of the worker’s identity documents accepted 
by the ODE players, for keeping records of the 
hired employees, are not the best way to store an
individual’s private information, especially with the 
risks involved. Paper trails are fragile and not easily 
accessible anytime anywhere for audit purposes. 

Imagine hiring a fraud, working with your
customers, and later firing such individuals, after 
investing so much money and time on the training, 
because of the no/error-prone manual
verifications. Or worse, letting such frauds continue 
to work on your platform. Either way, if the business 
becomes notorious for its lack of oversight, it risks 
becoming an easy target for the criminals,
accelerating the problem, and bringing damage to 
the brand.

Other factors like heightened demand for blue 
collar employees, costly physical checks,
unstandardized processes across the organization 
have made it imperative for the ODE firms to move 
away from legacy systems and adopt a digital way 
of onboarding their employees , to smoothen the 
journey of the new hires.

“Companies such as Flipkart, Amazon, Zomato 
and Swiggy annually spend $1.5-2 million each 
on the verification process, according to market 
experts[2]”

Figure (1) Traditional ODE worker onboarding process 

1.1 Intensive and Manual verification procedures

1.2 Maintaining regulatory data compliance

1.3 Fraud not frequent but costly

* * * * *

Visit the Employer's
office location
(not-feasible during Corona)

Submit cancelled cheque
for bank account
(No way of checking if the
account is active and in
the same name)

Submit hard copies of
Identity documents
(no way of checking the 
authenticity of the
documents)

Start the training
of worker

Manual checks for any civil
complaints against the
individual, can take days
depending on the
jurisdiction areas

Physically check the
validation of information
in the application against
the identity document

Reference check for address
and previous employments.
(can take 7-10 days)

Suspend the individual if any
discrepancies are uncovered in
the information submitted
(wasting a lot of resources
training the individual when he
was a fraud in the first place)
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[2]:  https://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/internet/background-screening-is-a-gig-that-needs-fixing/71999208



This includes verifying the National Identities of the 
individuals for ensuring that the person is who they 
say they are. Common matches are done against 
the name, date of birth (to prevent hiring a minor), 
photo on the NIDs. This ensures the applicant’s
genuineness and the accuracy of information
provided by her/him. Common NID checks include 
PAN, Driver’s License, Offline Aadhaar, Voter ID, 
NREGA cards, Ration Cards etc.

2. Key Checks for Ensuring a Genuine Hire

2.1 Identity Verification

Usually, a hygiene check, address verification helps 
to carry correspondence with the employees while 
sending pre-verification or post-leaving a company. 
A verified address also comes in handy for querying 
employees in case of absenteeism or any criminal / 
civil filings. Permanent address verifications are 
more reliable than current addresses. It depends 
on the industry requirements. While leasing
vehicles, appliances, or any other such tools,
companies can verify both the addresses to reduce 
the risk of employee eloping with the leased object.
Possible documents for address verification 
include NIDs (Aadhaar, Voter ID, Driving License), 
utility bills, rent agreements, etc.

These are not commonly opted for, since the
employees come from unorganized sectors and
verifying these antecedents is very difficult. But 
cases where risk of associating with a worker is high 
checks like verifying if an asset belongs to the
employee and not can be carried out.  Some
companies are also interested in verifying past
employment, via connecting with the
HR / Reporting manager of the organization,
validating UAN details / ESIC details etc. Reference 
checks via phone are done in cases where the
probability of fraud is high, like leasing vehicles 
while onboarding, or verifying Vehicle RC for
ownership, compliance wrt insurance, the
hypothecation details etc.

2.4 Other Suggested Checks: Asset Verification,
Previous employment and reference validation

Assurance that an individual is not facing any 
charges, criminal or civil (may vary as per industry), 
is a crucial factor in employment. The risk of hiring 
a potential criminal are too huge to stake the
customer’s safety. The court record checks verify 
the reputation of an individual. This is not a
standardized check since the severity of litigation 
varies with industry. E.g.: a litigation for property
dispute might not be severe for a delivery / logistics 
service.

2.2 Criminal Litigations and Police Verification

Some ODE firms might also need to verify Bank 
account details via collecting cancelled cheques or 
digital methods like penny drop verification of the 
worker for salary / earnings transfer, tip transfer 
received from customers or leasing programs
especially in the Ride hailing and the logistics 
sector.

2.5 Bank Account Verification

2.3 Current/Permanent Address Verification 
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At AuthBridge, we offer intelligent verification solution with end to end workflow enablement for our ODE clients 
across e-commerce, logistics, travel and transportation, professional services and many more. Digitizing
majority of the checks across the journey, we help with instantaneous and paperless gig-employee onboarding 
almost instantaneously. There are 4 parts to the verification journey : The Identity , profile and reputation 
authentication , report compilation for audit purposes, powered on advanced AI/ML technologies for fraud risk 
mitigation. These steps can be customized and follow data compliance regulations stringently. 

Figure (2) Employee journey with AuthBridge’s gig-employee verification solution 

3. Automated Onboarding Workflows
    for a Time and Cost-Efficient Gig-Worker Hiring

3.1 Contactless verification in the Covid-19 era

OCR based data extraction and instantaneous ID 
verification via API , reduces data entry efforts and 
significantly improves employee experience.
Blurriness detection and image recognition help to 
ensure, accurate document capture and expedite 
verification.

3.1.1 The Identity Authentication

Data Extraction and validation for any of the 5 NIDs
(DL, Passport, Aadhaar, Voter ID and PAN) can be 
done within few seconds. Further Name match on 
application and photo match with selfie can be 
easily done via our real-time authentication
solutions. Catching fraud identities becomes a 
child’s play with automated solutions.

AuthBridge’s  Dashboard
for candidate application

management

Back-end: AuthBridge’s advanced AI and PI enabled platform

Application Front-end: Enabled with AuthBridge’s advanced technologies

Enters basic information like
name, contact details,

address etc.

Uploads
PoI and

PoA image
along with a

selfie

Data Extraction via OCR and
information verification

Face Match between selfie
and NID image

Digital Address verification via
AuthBridge’s FootPrints Digital Solution

Criminal Record Verification via
AuthBridge’s proprietary platform

Application approved / disapproved
Vehicle RC, Employment

Check and reference
checks( if Reqd.)

Bank Account
Verification

via Penny drop

Blurriness detection
and document

tampering detection

Detail Validation with
Name match API

Forgery check and
Fraud Detection via

Real-time API
authentications

Geo-coordinate
tagging 

Advanced ML for
matching details
in the criminal

record database

Candidate visits
employer’s app/website

Verification Reports
compiled  Dashboards for
tracking application status

Accept Reject Application
and inform candidate
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Vault, AuthBridge’s proprietary CRC database
enabled with AI/ML can help to identify civil and
criminal litigations against individuals. AuthBridge 
also conducts pre-employment drug tests to 
ensure a drug free workspace.

3.1.3 The Reputation Check

Our onboarding platform offers a real-time
dashboard on the status of checks, the severity, 
and the causes for verification failures, providing 
transparent e-reports, to fasten decision making 
for approving /rejecting an application.

VAULTTM , negative record database for instant 
Criminal Records checks, leverages text analytics, 
elastic search and machine learning to deliver 
quick, accurate results. Encryption of sensitive 
data-at-rest is done using Advanced Encryption 
Standards (AES) 256 algorithm to enable secured 
information sharing. We are GDPR compliant
organizations. Database hardening and data
purging is done as per industry standards.
Unwanted personally identifiable information can 
be deleted, and all the data sharing is consent 
based.

3.1.4 Verification report

The Gig platforms need to innovate and adjust their verification process now, to win the war for talent.
Advanced automation technologies will play key role in converting the onboarding journey into a completely
paperless and remote process, thus becoming the key to increased efficiency,cost reduction and gap reduction 
in the current process, while dealing with freelancers. Meanwhile, customization will be important, due to
unavailability of standardized information, type of work, contract’s duration, urgency for hiring etc. It is time to 
re-think and implement digitized onboarding process for your on-demand workers.

5. Transforming the Gig

4. AI Enabled Verification Technology

The platform is enabled with real-time address
verification by capturing geo-coordinates in 
real-time, thus doing away with an executive
physical visit saving on time and operational costs. 
The employment verification platform, Workattest 
and advanced UAN verification APIs can help to 
verify employment in almost real-time. The penny 
drop method of verifying the status and
ownership of the account in a bank can be done
instantaneously without relying on collecting
cancelled cheques from the employees. Bank 
Cheque OCR can further reduce data entry issues 
due to incorrect IFSC or account no.

Our AI built technology stack is the powerhouse for 
the automated onboarding platform for
gig-workers. With image-blurriness detection, and 
advanced face match technology, image-based
liveness checks with face match probability score, 
can be used to prevent identity spoofing. Smart 
Data extracting and automated data passing over 
the APIs for validation improves the efficiency of
information verification, since manual data entry 
cause errors and increased support query calls
between the HR and the candidate.

3.1.2 The Profile Authentication
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